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CONVOLUTION OPERATORS ON G-HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

IN INFINITE DIMENSIONS

BY

PHILIP J. BOLAND AND SEAN DINEEN

ABSTRACT.  For a complex vector space E, let HAE) denote the space of

G (Gateaux)-holomorphic functions on E (/: E -» C is G-holomorphic if the re-

striction of / to every finite dimensional subspace of E is holomorphic in the

usual sense). The most natural topology on HAE) is that of uniform convergence

on finite dimensional compact subsets of E. A convolution operator A on Hr(E)

is a continuous linear mapping A: HAE) ■* HAE) such that A commutes with

translations. The concept of a convolution operator generalizes that of a differ-

ential operator with constant coefficients. We prove that ii A is a convolution

operator on HAE), then the kernel of A is the closed linear span of the expo-

nential polynomials  contained in the kernel. In addition, we show that any non-

zero convolution operator on HAE) is a surjective mapping.

Introduction. It is the object of this paper to construct weighted subspaces

of HC(E) and to study convolution operators on them. HG(E) will denote the

complex vector space of G (Gateaux)-holomorphic functions on the complex vec-

tor space E.  The most natural topology on HAE) is that of uniform convergence

on finite dimensional compact subsets of E. For each 72, Pa("E) Ç HAE) where

Pa("E) is the space of 72-homogeneous polynomials on E.  P'a(nE) is naturally

isomorphic with P(nE ), the space of 72-homogeneous polynomials which are con-

tinuous on the algebraic dual of E with respect to the weak topology o(E , E).

K will denote a family of nonnegative functions on E with finite dimensional

support satisfying certain conditions. It is these families JV which act as weights.

Given E and K defined on E, HC(E, K) = {f: f e HC(E) and |/(z)£(0| is bounded

on E for each k e Jv}. Dual to 3v, one defines the family JV   = \k : k   maps E —»

[O, +00), k    has finite dimensional support and its restriction to every finite di-

mensional subspace is upper semicontinuous, and k(z)k (<f>)e<t'^z' is bounded on

ExE* for each * eK|. Also H(E*, K*) = \f: f 6 H(E*), \f(cp)k*(<p)\ is bounded

on E    tor every k   e K \. For certain K, if HC(E, K) is endowed with the
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314 P. J. BOLAND AND S. DINEEN

topology defined by the family of seminorms

| |fc: /—»sup \f(z)k(z)\    for each k £ K,
zeE

then H'G(E, a) can via the Borel transform be identified with H(E , K ).

It can be shown that the convolution operators on HA.E, K) are algebraically

isomorphic to H G(E, a). For certain Jv, ff(E , K ) satisfies the standard division

theorem (if Py F2 £H(E*, K*) and F/F2 £ ff(E*), then FJF2 £ ff(E*, K*)).

From this, together with the Borel transform identification, it follows that the ker-

nel of any convolution operator is the dense linear span of the exponential poly-

nomials contained therein. Furthermore, every nonzero convolution operator on

HAE, jv) is a surjective mapping.

For appropriately chosen K, one obtains the following examples:

1. HG(E),

2. the G-holomorphic functions of finite order,

3. the G-holomorphic functions of exponential type.

The aforementioned results on convolution operators are valid for each of these

examples.

An important application results from the fact that if 2^ C is endowed with

the locally convex inductive limit topology, then ff(^«r C) = ffG(2,.C). Hence the

results concerning convolution operators hold also for H(%N C).

Results similar to these were proved by B. Malgrange [6] and B. A. Taylor

[8] in the finite dimensional case, and by C. Gupta [5] in the infinite dimensional

case.

The notation used herein will principally be that of Gupta [5], Nachbin [7],

and Taylor [8].

1. Polynomials. For a given complex vector space E, HAE) will denote the

space of all C-valued functions on E whose finite dimensional restrictions are

holomorphic functions. That is, HG(E) is the space of G (Gateaux)-holomorphic

functions on E. If a locally convex topology is associated with E, then ff(E)

will denote the space of G-holomorphic functions on E which are continuous with

respect to the given topology. HAE) is a complete locally convex topological

vector space when endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on finite

dimensional compact subsets of E.  P (nE) tot each 72 = 0, 1, • • • is the space of

72-homogeneous polynomials on E. Clearly P (nE) Ç HAE). Moreover, given

/ £ ffG(E), there exist unique polynomials d"f(0)/n\ £ Pa("E), »2 = 0, 1, • • •, such

that f(z) = S~_0 d"f(o) (z)/n\ fot each z e E.  E    is the algebraic dual of E en-

dowed with the weak topology o(E , E), and P(nE ) is the space of continuous

»2-homogeneous polynomials on E .
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Proposition 1.  P'("E) and P("E ) are algebraically isomorphic where P'("E)

is the continuous dual of P (nE), and P (nE) is endowed with the compact open

topology for finite dimensional compact sets.

Proof. Define ß: P'a("E) — P("E*) such that if T e P'a(nE) and d, e E*, then

/3T(<7J) = T((f>"). Clearly ß is a well defined linear mapping into P(nE*). ß is 1-1

since the linear span of \<f>": <j> e E (is dense in P a("E).

Now if p' e P("E ), there exists a finite dimensional subspace F    of E    and

a continuous projection n oí E    onto F    such that p'(<f>) = p'brqb) for each

<f> e E . (See, for example, Barroso [l].) Using this together with the fact that ß

is surjective when E is finite dimensional, one may find a T , £ P'(nE ) such

that ßTp, = p'. (See Gupta [5, p. 59].)

2. Weighted spaces of G-holomorphic functions.

Definition 1.  For a given complex vector space E, K will denote any family

of nonnegative functions on E with the following properties (K will be referred to

as a family of weights on E):

(i) For each k £ K, there exists a finite dimensional subspace F of E such

that k is zero outside of F, and k restricted to F is upper semicontinuous.

(ii) If k., k2 eK and C > 0, then Ck.£n and max(&,, k2) eK. Also if

0 < kl< k2, k2 e K   and k^ satisfies (i), then k. eK. If k is the characteristic

function of a finite dimensional compact set, then k £ K.

(iii) If k eK and e > 0, then z e E —» k(ez) belongs to K.

(iv) K is radial. That is for k £ K, there exist   ^ eK and a finite dimen-

sional subspace F of E with the following properties: (a) k < k. on E, (b) &. is

0 outside F, and (c) there exists a norm |  \F on F such that if |u>|F = |z|F, then

kAw) = ¿j(z).

(v) If d> £ E*, then e*(2r)/fe(z) is bounded on E.

(vi) If ky k2 eK, then so does k. * k2 where k. * kAw) =

supz£E ¿j(zH2(zz/ - z).

(vii) Let Kp denote the restrictions of K to F, where F is a finite dimen-

sional subspace. Then Kp is hypoconvex. (Suppose F is a finite dimensional

subspace of E, \ | F is a norm on F, and R(+) is the set of nonnegative reals.

Let A(r) be a log convex function on R(+) which is continuously differentiable

and nondecreasing such that £(|z|p,)e*'lz'f' ¡s bounded on F for all k eKp.

Then Kp is said to be hypoconvex if there exists a convex function A,  on R(+)

such that Aj(r) > A(r) for all r e R(+) and /fe(|z|F)eXl(lzlp) is bounded on F for

all k eKp. See Taylor [8, p. 447] for a discussion of hypoconvexity.)

We now define the spaces HG(E, K) which are considered in this paper.

Several explicit examples are given at the end of this section.
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Definition 2. Given a complex vector space E and a family K of weights on

E, let

ffG(E, Jv) =(/:/£ ffG(E) and sup \f(z)k(z)\ < + oo for all k £ K>.

For each k eK, let |   \k be the seminorm such that

|/|¿=sup|/(z)*(2)|.
zeE

HÄE, K) endowed with the topology generated by all seminorms of the form

|,   is a complete locally convex topological vector space. The conditions (i)—

(v) in the definition of a family of weights K on £ are quite natural and ensure

that HG(E, Jv) has some reasonable basic properties. Let / be a G-holomorphic

function on E, F a finite dimensional subspace of E, and |  | F some norm on F.

For each r> 0 define M(r, f\p) = supi  i      J/(z)|. Conditions (i) and (iv) on K

show that whether or not / £ HG(E, JÍ) is determined by the growth of the functions

Mir, /|p). Condition (iii) on Jv implies the following: Suppose / £ ffG(E, K),

g £ HAE), and that for every finite dimensional subspace F and norm |  \F on F

there exists a constant A (depending on F and |  \F) such that M(r, g\p) <

M(Ar, /|p.) for all r> 0—then g £ HG(E, Jv). Condition (v) on Jv ensures that

ffG(E, K.) contains all G-holomorphic functions which are of exponential type on

every finite dimensional subspace of E (and hence in particular every polynomial).

Condition (vi) on iv guarantees that every convolution operator on HG(E, Jv)

is of the form T* (see Proposition 3), while condition (vii) is a condition suffi-

cient to establish the isomorphism of Proposition 2.

The following lemmas describe   some of the basic properties of the spaces

HC(E, Jv).

Lemma 1. If <p £ E*, then e* £ ffG(E, K).

Proof. This follows from condition (v) on the family Jv.

If / £ ff G(E, Jv) and a £ E, then rj will denote the translate of / by

a (r_aj(z) = f(z+a) fot each z £ E).

Lemma 2. ffG(E, Jv) is translation invariant for all K.  That is, if a £ E and

f 6 ffG(E, Jv), then r_J £ HC(E, K).

Proof. This is a consequence of condition (iii) on the family Jv.

Lemma 3. HAE, Jv) = {/:/£ ffG(E); and if F is a finite dimensional sub-

space of E, |  | p a norm on F and k £ Jv, then

sup    sup   \M(r, / |F)fc(z)| < + o».

r>0   \*\pwr
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Lemma 4. // / e HC(E, K), then 2msQ ¿7(0)/»! -» / in the topology of

HG(E, K) as m —» oo.

Proof. Let k € K. Without loss of generality k is zero outside some finite

dimensional subspace F of E and for some norm |  |F on F, A(w) = /S(z) whenever

|tt>|F = |z|p (by conditions (i) and (iii) of Definition 1). Let M(r, f\p) =

supi j      r|/(z)|. Since k is bounded, it suffices to show that

Now

lim     sup
7B-.+00   |*|pä2

*u) £ *mw
nl

sup

l»!p*2
721

<   sup

l*}p*2
«*)  £

M(2|z|F,/|F)|z|»

(by the Cauchy inequalities)

<( Z V2")    sup   |*(z)M(2|z|F,/|F)|

0   as • + oo.

Following standard notation, HC(E, K) will denote the continuous dual of

Hg(E,J\), i.e., the space of continuous linear forms on HG(E, K). If T £ H'AE,K),

then T, the Borel transform of T, is the function defined on E    by

f : <f> e B* — T(e*).

T is holomorphic on £    and in fact depends only on a finite number of variables

(this follows from the fact that we are considering the weak topology on E —see,

for example, Barroso [l]). One may easily show that the linear span of \e^:cf) £ E }

is dense in HG(E, K). Hence the Borel transform    , where    : T £ H'C(E, K) —»

T e H(E ), is an injective linear mapping.

Definition 3. For a given family K of weights on E, let K*= {£*|fc*: E* —»

[O, +oo), for some finite dimensional subspace F   of E , k  is zero outside of F

and upper semicontinuous on F , and if k eK then sup  ,E ¿,ep* |&(z)/fe (<p)e^^\

<+ooJ. Also let H(E*, K*) = {/: / e H(E*), sup . eB* |/(^)**(0)| < +»o for each

A*eK*|.

K    satisfies conditions (i)-(v) of Definition 1, although this fact will not be

utilized.

Lemma 5. ~(H'C(E, K)) Ç H(E*, K*), i.e., if T e H'C(E, K), then T e H(E*,K*).

Proof. Since T e H(E ), it suffices to show that sup.eE*\k (<f>)T((p)\ < +~
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for each k* eJv*. Let C > 0 and * e Jv be such that \T(f)\ < C\f\k fot each

f £HG(E, Jv). If ¿*eJv*, then

|¿*(<¿)T(</>)| = \kHcf>)T(e^)\ < Ck*(<p)sur> \k(z)e<PM\.

zeE

Hence by definition of Jv  , it follows that supif£t \k (c/>)T(</>)| < +°°.

Definition 4. (a) A family of weights Jv on E is finitely of countable base

(fcb) if Jv_ is of countable base for each finite dimensional subspace F of E

(i.e., for a given F, there exists an increasing sequence (k ) of elements of Jv_

such that k eJv- =* k = 0(k ) for some n).
r 72

(b) Jv is finitely countably determined (fed) if Jv„ is countably determined

for each finite dimensional subspace F of E (Kp is countably determined if there

exist a norm |  L on F and a sequence (i/r ) of continuous functions on R (+),

where 0 < ^i At) < ^2(r) < • • • and xjt    is nondecreasing for each 72, such that

Kp = \k\ k: F —» [O, +oo), k(z)\jj (\z\F) is bounded on F for each 72S).

Proposition 2. // Jv z's a family of weights on E such that Jv is either fcb

or fed, then H'AE, Jv) and ff(E , Jv ) are (algebraically) isomorphic via the Borel

transform.

Proof. It suffices to show the Borel transform is a surjective mapping. Let

h £ ff(E , K ) be given, h depends on a finite number of variables and hence

there exist <£,,•••, <f>    linearly independent in E    such that h is determined on

the subspace F    generated by them. Let F be a subspace of E of dimension 772

such that F    is the dual of F—i.e., let F be generated by linearly independent

x.,..., x    e E such that d> Ax ) = 8 ■ ■ fot i, i = 1, •••, m. The restriction of h
1 772 'if

to F    is denoted h\F*. Now JvF is either of countable base or is countably de-

termined. In either of these cases, it has been shown by Taylor [8] that H'(F,Kp)

and ff(F  , Jvp«) are isomorphic via the Borel transform. (Note  ff(F, Kp) =

ffG(F, Kp).) Hence there exists Tp e ff'(F, Kp) such that TF - ¿|F*. Define

T: HG(E, K) — C such that T(f) = Tp(f\p). Clearly T e H'G(E, K). Now given

<f> e E , we can express qb = </>, + (/> 2 in a unique manner where 0. e F    and

r/>2|F = 0. Hence for t/> e E

f(r¿) = T(c*) = Tp(e*|p) = TF(e*) = b\FtUpA = M<¿, + <¿>2) = M<¿).

Therefore  T = h, completing the proof.

Some examples of weighted spaces are listed in the following chart. For

each Jv, if k £ K then k is assumed to have support in some finite dimensional

subspace and to be upper semicontinuous there.
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K HG(E,K) H(E*,K*)

(1) Kc = \k: k has finite dimensional HG(E) Exp E*

compact support!

(2) Kg = \k: ke* is bounded for each        ExpG(E) H(E*)

4>£E*\

UP

(3) K/0 = \k: k(z)e    F is bounded on FOG(E) F01(E*)

E for every p > 1 and every

| | F where  | |F is a norm

on the finite dimensional

subspace F\

(4) K/01 = \k: if k has support in the      F01C(E) FO(E*)

finite dimensional F and

| |F is a norm on F, then
_.   ,1+1/«

k(z) = 0(e   llF       ) for

some 72J

K    and K-0    are fcb while K    and K.Q are fed (Taylor [8, p. 452]). ExpG(E)

is the space of G-holomorphic functions on E which are of exponential type on

every finite dimensional subspace. FOAE) and F01G(E) are the spaces of G-

holomorphic functions on E whose restrictions to finite dimensional subspaces

are of finite order and of finite order < 1 respectively.

3. Convolution operators on HAE, K). A convolution operator on HG(E, K)

is a continuous linear mapping from HAE, K) into itself which commutes with

translations. Q(HG(E, K)) will denote the space of all such operators.

Proposition 3.  n'As, K) and Q(HAE, K))are (algebraically) isomorphic.

Proof. Define y: 6(HG(E, K))-» H'G(E, K) so that y(A)(/) = A/(0) where

A e 0(HG(E, K))and / 6 tfG(E, K). y is a 1-1 linear mapping. For T e H'G(E,K)

we may define y    T in the following way: y~ T(f)(z) = T(r_   f). For notational

convenience, let T * f(z) - T(r_   f). Then z —♦ T * f(z) is G-holomorphic. If

k £ K and C > 0 are such that |T(g)| < C\g\k for every g e HG(E, K), then for

*j e K,

|y_1T(/)C*)*iU)| < ci*^«)! sup \f(a) + z)k(co)\.
cûtE

Hence |T * /|      < C|/|A ^. Therefore T * / e WG(E, K) and also / -» T * / is a
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continuous mapping. Since y~ T is translation invariant, we have shown that

y~ lT £Q(HG(E, K)). Now y~l ° y and y ° y~l ate the identities respectively on

0(ffG(E, K)) and ffG(E, K), and therefore H'g(E, K) and 0(ffG(E, K)) are (alge-

braically) isomorphic.

If Tl and T2 £ H'G(E, K), then there exist A     A2 eö(ffG(E, K)) such that

y(A.) = T¿ for z = 1, 2. Now Aj o A2 £Ö(ffG(E,Jv)) and hence one defines

Tl*T2 = y(Alo A2).

Definition 5. A family of weights K on E satisfies condition D (K is D) if

ff(E , K ) has a division theorem—i.e., if h^, h2 £ H(E , K ) and b^/b- £ H(E*),

then h/h2 £ ff(E*, Jv*).

Using growth estimates for a holomorphic function which is the quotient of

two holomorphic functions, one may show that each of the Jv given as examples

at the end of §2 is D (see Boland [3], and Taylor [8]). Sufficient conditions may

be given to ensure that a K satisfying them is D (Boland [3]).

Theorem 1.  Let Jv be a family of weights on E such that K is D and K is

either fed or fcb.  Then any convolution operator A £ Ö(HAE, Jv)) has the property

that its kernel is the closed linear span of the set {pe®: p £ Pj.nE), <p £ E ,

A(pe*) = 0!.

Proof. The method is that of Gupta [5]. If A = 0, then the result is trivial so

assume A ¿ 0. There exists a T £ H'G(E, Jv) such that A = T*. Let S £ H'G(E,K)

be such that S(pe<p) = 0 whenever T * pe* = 0. Then it follows that S/T £ ff(E*).

Since K is D and n'As, Jv) and ff(E , Jv ) are isomorphic via the Borel trans-

form (Proposition 2), there exists  U £ H'G(E, K) such that S = LIT. Hence S =

1/ * 7 =► if T * / = 0, then S * f = (U * T) * f = U * (T * /) = 0. Therefore T * f

= 0 implies that S(f) = S * f(0) - 0 and hence the theorem follows with an appli-

cation of the Hahn-Banach theorem.

Theorem 2.  Let K be a family of weights on E such that K is fcb or fed.

Then any nonzero convolution operator on HÁE, K) is a surjective mapping.

The following lemma, instrumental in the proof of Theorem 2, is established

first.

Lemma 6. Suppose A  is a convolution operator on HAE, K) which is a sur-

jective mapping.  Then there exists a finite dimensional subspace F of E such

that if F.   is a subspace of E containing F then A(HG(E, F., K)) = HÁE, F.,K)

where HG(E, F v K) = {/: / e ffG(E, Jv) and /|F   = 0|.

Proof. By Proposition 3 there isa Te H'G(E, K) such that A =T*. Let

k £ K and C > 0 be such that \T(f)\ <C\f\k fot all / £ ffG(E, K). Choose F
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to be the smallest subspace of E outside of which k is zero. F is clearly finite

dimensional. Let Fj be a subspace containing F and assume / € HG(E, Fp K).

If z £ Fj, then

|A/(z)| = \T * f(z)\ = \T(r_J)\ < C sup \k(w)f(z + w)\ = 0.
cceE

Therefore A/ e HG(E, Fj, K). It remains to show that for some h € HC(E, Fj , K), Ah =

/.  Now by assumption Ag = / for some g e HG(E, K).    Let zr be a continuous

projection of E onto Fj, and define g = g ° it. Note that g £ HG(E, K) and

g - g  € //G(E, Fj ,>K).   Hence T*(g-g')=r*g-T*g=/-T*g, and there-

fore T * g(z) = T * g(7r(z)) =/(t7(z))- 0 for all z e E.  But then h = g-'g  is such

that h £ Hg(E, Fj, K) and T*h = f-T*g = f, which completes the proof of

the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 2.   The proof is by transfinite induction on the algebraic

dimension of E.  The theorem is known to be true for finite dimensional E (Tay-

lor fe]).  Hence we assume the algebraic dimension of E = p. where p is some in-

finite cardinal, and that the theorem holds for all E with smaller algebraic dimen-

sion.

Suppose A is a nonzero convolution operator on HG(E, K), and let T, C, k,

and F be as in Lemma 6.   There exists a nested family (Ea)a6;  of subspaces of

E such that each Ea is of algebraic dimension < p and contains F, and Uos;Ea

= E.  Fix a Hamel basis for E, say (e.)-e., such that each   Ea is the subspace of

E generated by a specific subset of this basis.   For each E^ let Ea be the al-

gebraic complement of E   generated by the elements in the Hamel basis which are

not in Ea.

Now for each   a. e /, T* naturally induces a nonzero convolution operator

Ta* on HçAE^ K|f ).   By the inductive hypothesis, 7^* is asurjective mapping.

Let / e HG(E, K) and consider a fixed a £ ¡.   Let /„  be the restriction of /

to Ea.  There exists hl £ HG(Ea,K\ß ) such that Tg*bl=f    Let cij > a and

denote by /a>a, tne natural extension of fa to E    .  More precisely, since E     =

Ea© (E   O Ea ), every z e Ea   can be uniquely expressed in the form z = x + y,

x£ Ea,y< £ Ean Eav   Hence we define f^ on Eai by fa^) = fa(x).  If

/<xj = f\ßa »tnen /aj a"d /o,aj agree on £a ^d therefore by Lemma 6 there ex-

ists h2 £ Hc(Eai, Ea, K|£ai') such that T^ *h2 = f^ - f^. Let h^ de-

note the natural extension of   hl to E    .   Then T     * hx a   =faa..  Hence

7a1*^l,a1+M=ra1**l,a1 + Ta1^2

= 'af a. + 'a   ~ 'a, a. = la'

Note moreover that Aj, cij + h2\Ea= hv  Hence each solution of Ta*hl= fa can
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be extended to Ea . Hence for a given / £ ffG(£, K), a transfinite induction argu-

ment shows that for some h £ HG(E, K), T * h = f.

Corollary 1.   Let S^C be a countable direct sum of C endowed with the lo-

cally convex inductive limit topology.   If ff(2.,C) is the space of holomorphic

functions on 2„C with the compact open topology, then the kernel of any convo-

lution operator on ff(2^C) is the closed linear span of the exponential polynomials

in the kernel.   Furthermore any nonzero convolution operator on ff(2,,C) is a sur-

jective mapping.

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 together with the fact that

H(1NC)= HG(1NC) (see Dineen Ul).

Now consider E endowed with a locally convex topology and let ff(E) be the

space of holomorphic functions on E endowed with the compact open topology.

Proposition 4. Let A be a convolution operator on HG(E, K )= HAE). Then

the restriction of A to His) is convolution operator on His).

Proof.   A = T * for some T £ ffG(E).   Let C > 0 and K a finite dimensional

compact set such that |T(/)| < C supz eK |/(z)| for all / e Hg(e).

(a)   First we show that T */ e H(E) it f £ ff(E).   Let <u„  e E.   Then there

exists a neighborhood of 0 in E, say N, such that supze£(J    K N|/(2r)| < +•«>. Now

if cd 6 N, then |T */(w + <uQ)| < Csupze(i>0+K+N|/(z)|. Hence T*f £ HÍE).

(b) To complete the proof, we show that T */a—» T */ whenever fa —» / in ff(E).

Let L be a compact set in E.   Then K + L is compact and hence fa—>/  uni-

formly on  K + L.  Now if I £ L, then

\{T*fa -T*/)(/)| = |7tr_z)(/a-/)|

<C    sup    \(fa-f)(z)\.
zeK+L

Hence   T * fa —» T * f uniformly on L showing that T * is a continuous mapping

on ff(E).
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